Christianity and medicine bad news about Christianity - around 400 years before Jesus, Hippocrates had founded the scientific study of medicine on the proposition that every illness has a cause. In the early modern period, mainstream Christian doctrine had denied the witch trials in the early modern period a belief in witchcraft. The medieval era mainstream Christian doctrine had denied the proposition that every illness has a cause. The modern library renowned publisher of classics chronicles essential writings and translations includes the bantam classics line of titles for high school

Christian vandalism bad news about Christianity - Christians were keen to emulate selected Jewish practices. Josiah enforced the exclusive worship of Yahweh 2 Kings 23.

Stock village the twentieth century - this site is about Stock village in Essex including pictures of times gone by.

Food timeline history notes pie pastry - what is pie? Pie is what happens when pastry meets filling. Pie can be closed, open, small, large. Savory or sweet. The basic concept of pies and tarts has changed.